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David Knight joined the Department of Philosophy in 1964, as its first lecturer in the 

history of science. Almost fifty years and many books later, he has established 

Durham as a centre for research in the history and philosophy of science, and 

himself as a leading scholar in that area. 

 

Like many in his subject, David was drawn into it by his education in a particular 

science. He took an undergraduate degree in chemistry at Keble College, but 

historical interests were in evidence by his fourth year, when he wrote a dissertation 

on Humphry Davy’s electrochemistry. With Alistair Crombie’s encouragement, he 

stayed to do a DPhil on nineteenth-century theories of the chemical elements. This 

was the subject of David’s first book, Atoms and Elements (1967), which devoted 

chapters to the arguments of past scientists who rejected atomism as well as those 

who promoted it, thereby encouraging us to see science as open, diverse and 

disputed. His own interests have spread since then, with books on other sciences, 

and on the development of science itself, understood now as both a social and an 

intellectual phenomenon. Putting science into this broader context allows us to see 

how institutions and cultural traditions shape it, and to get a better sense of the lives 

of individual scientists beyond their theories and laboratories. His latest book, 

Voyaging in Strange Seas, published just this year, brings together many of these 

themes: the two-way interaction between science and technology; the role of 

scientific societies; the dialogue between science and religion. 

 

David’s research has brought him honours, including the American Chemical 

Society’s Sidney M. Edelstein award for outstanding achievement in the history of 

science. It has also brought him duties: serving on numerous scholarly committees, 

as President of the British Society for the History of Science, editing prestigious 

journals and scholarly book series. Like the scientists as portrayed in his own books, 

however, David has always had a busy life beyond the history of science. David and 

Sarah Knight have six children and twelve grandchildren, often taking them on 

camping trips and long hikes. David has a parallel theatrical career, appearing in 



Shakespearean and medieval plays here and abroad. He has served as tutor for 

three different colleges, and was the first chair of the University’s Ethics Advisory 

Committee. 

 

The breadth and depth of David’s knowledge, and his enthusiasm for science and its 

history, are also much in evidence in his teaching. His innovative undergraduate 

course ‘Science and Religion in the Nineteenth Century’ won awards from the John 

Templeton Foundation and the Center for Theology and Natural Sciences in 

California. Generations of students have learned from annual ‘hands-on’ sessions 

with rare historical books in Palace Green Library. More than a decade into his 

retirement, David continues to give occasional undergraduate lectures, extemporised 

as always. A few years ago my colleagues and I were delighted to hear from a 

student that ‘David Knight gave a stunning lecture yesterday - we were left in an 

uncomfortable situation not knowing whether to applaud his performance.’ 

 

This evening we are in no such doubt: we applaud David for his performance over 

the last 50 years. 

 

Deputy Vice-Chancellor, I present David Knight to receive the Chancellor’s medal. 
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